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Our Vision
The Internal Combustion Engine Is No Longer A Big Emitter of Pollution 

#1

Build Low-Emission Liquefied Natural Gas Engines & Motors
Funded By A $50 Million Regulation A+ Public Offering

High MPG is the second design goal. The fuel savings 
improvement will help businesses quickly recover the 
cost of converting from dirty engines to clean 
WolvertonBailey engines regardless of new government 
regulations or incentives.

HIGH-MPG ENGINES
Near-Zero Emissions is the primary goal. We will build 
heavy-duty, low-emission, engines primarily for trucks, 
followed by marine vessels, and piston aircraft that exceed 
Paris Climate Accord guidelines for emissions from 
heavy-duty engines.

LOW-EMISSION ENGINES #2

Our Mission
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Welcome Message
From Derek Bailey our General Partner

To My Prospective Partners, 

People often point out to me that there is a typo in the name WolvertonBailey - there is no space or punctuation between the names. 
It's not a mistake. It represents to all who know us that there is ‘no space’ between Del Wolverton and Derek Bailey. Del and I bring this 
same attitude to the relationship with our stakeholders. There will never be space between your interests and our own. 

The journey for WolvertonBailey Natural Gas Engines starts with your support of our Regulation A+ offering. The delivery of our near-
zero emission internal combustion (IC) engine will make history by bridging the 60-year gap between the dirty IC engines of today and the 
“truly green” electric engines of the future. 

We will challenge people’s notions, and the world’s largest engine makers, to prove that near-zero emission, high-MPG, heavy engines can 
be built in mass. Doing so will allow nations to continue their drive toward economic prosperity without the conventional tools of that 
prosperity, namely the heavy equipment used to build those economies, damaging our environment. Of course, this will be immensely 
difficult, which is one reason I’m so excited to lead this company. I’ve been an entrepreneur my whole life, and I love the incredulous gaze 
of detractors when you achieve what they said you never would. Many people told Del and me that only a giant company could achieve 
what we have since our founding, and the patent we were told would never come is now a reality. Del and I have staked our personal lives, 
reputations, and fortune on our clean heavy engine concept, and we intend to see our vision become a reality. Disrupting an industry is 
damn near impossible, but we are absolutely committed to the challenge, and I can tell you that our team is ready to overcome any hurdle. 

We’re initiating discussions with companies, commissions, and agencies in order to develop long-term partnership, regulatory, and subsidy 
opportunities. We have put this company on a course to become a global, publicly traded enterprise in the near-term (OTC in the U.S. and 
on the AIM in London). Yes, we intend to be a global company.

I want you to become an investor and join us on this exciting journey. Together we will change the world and make a fortune saving 
our environment. Our story is so very American: a couple of guys in a garage are supported by a few other visionaries at first - then a 
growing crowd - and they change everything. Let’s make another American success story. Together.

    - Derek 
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Who We Are

WolvertonBailey Innovations, Inc., is a Nevada Corporation that has already raised over $3.7 million from 180 shareholders to develop a breakthrough internal 
combustion (IC) engine known as the Counterpoise Bi-Radial engine. The company was granted US patent #9,074,527 B2 for the technology in July 2015. 
Additional related patents are in process.

In April 2017, WolvertonBailey Natural Gas Engines LP was established as a Nevada Limited Partnership and granted a global license to develop the first 
production engine prototype optimized to run on liquefied natural gas.

To accelerate the development of our Counterpoise engine, WolvertonBailey Natural Gas Engines established a design partnership with FEV Engineering in 
June 2017. FEV is an internationally recognized powertrain and vehicle engineering company serving the global transportation industry. FEV offers a complete 
range of services in engineering, design, analysis, prototyping, powertrain and transmission development, and vehicle integration. 

Our Challenge

The efficient engine space is cluttered with concepts that deliver only marginal gains at great expense, diluting confidence in transformative technologies. 
The company’s challenge, therefore, is to break through this clutter and demonstrate convincingly that our innovations are commercially viable and profitable. 
WolvertonBailey must validate its computational models through a production prototype.  

Our Goal

Our goal is to raise $50 million through a Regulation A+ Offering to build a Class 3-7 heavy-duty, near-zero pollution engine. WolvertonBailey will benchmark its 
first production engine prototype against the Cummins-Westport, Inc., Class 7 ISL G engine, which has been submitted to the EPA to become a Class 3-7 
national standard. WolvertonBailey believes its engine can achieve an 83% improvement in MPG over the ISL G, providing comparable power at half the engine 
weight and achieving the key goal of near-zero emissions.  

WolvertonBailey Natural Gas Engine, LP



  POLLUTION FROM HEAVY-DUTY ENGINES 
 

The Problem
Reducing Heavy Engine Pollution Is a Key Goal of the Paris Climate Accords
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Engine Pollution is a Global Problem 

The Paris Climate Accord includes 
goals and requirements 

specifically targeting heavy 
engines. Many states and cities in 

the U.S. and Europe have 
adopted emission reduction goals.

North America | Europe | Russia
A booming economy has 
resulted in a huge smog 

problem caused by factories 
and truck pollution. New laws 
and taxes are being imposed 

with no relief in sight.

  China | Asia 
In India the problem is so 

severe that the government 
has imposed a special tax 
on trucks to fight pollution.

India | Africa 
Air pollution in urban areas of 
Brazil, Chile, and Mexico is 

primarily due to heavy industry 
and vehicle emissions. Over a 

quarter of the population in urban 
areas are exposed to levels that 

exceed WHO guidelines, causing 
significant health risks.

  Latin America | Mexico

The Situation Is Critical In The World’s Fastest Growing Economies  

Growing economies require more heavy engine use, which poses the dilemma to many
governments of choosing whether to protect their economy or their environment.
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“I couldn’t bear to hear them say the words ‘zero emissions 
vehicle’ one more time…” - Joshua Graff Zivin, professor of 
economics and public policy at UC San Diego and an advisor on electric 
cars to San Diego Gas & Electric.  

Issue 1

Issue 2

Issue 3

Issue 4

Issue 5

All Electric Is Not Today’s 
Solution For Heavy Engines

An all-electric solution to heavy-engine pollution is 60-years in the future. Key issues include:
 

Electric vehicles recharge on a grid that still relies primarily on fossil fuels. Until all power generation is green, electric 
vehicles are not zero-emission - they emit at the power source. Electric cars have an MPG rating - Google it.

Today’s green energy is not commercially reliable. Sun and wind are not always on, and their generated
energy is not easily stored for future use. 

There are currently no lithium-ion battery packs commercially available that can reliably power a heavy engine.

There is no all-electric solution on the drawing board for heavy-duty engines. Today’s electric-vehicle 
revolution is about cars and light trucks only. 

Most electrical energy still comes from burning coal, peat, and oil. Even in California, a climate leader, 
60% of electricity came from burning fossil fuels in 2016.

Issue 6

Electric cars are not zero-emission.

Lithium and rare-earth metals use in battery packs are obtained from environment-destroying open-pit mines,
and lithium is a Class 9 miscellaneous hazardous material under US regulations (40 CFR 173.21(c)[5])

http://www.energy.ca.gov/almanac/electricity_data/electric_generation_capacity.htmlhttp:/www.energy.ca.gov/almanac/electricity_data/electric_generation_capacity.html


The Solution
Near-Zero Emission Heavy-Duty Engines

 WolvertonBailey E83 Counterpoise Bi-Radial Engines, 

Optimized To Run On Liquefied Natural Gas
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The WolvertonBailey E83
 Puts All The Pieces Together

For a Near-Zero-Emission heavy engine solution

Our design combines a longer power stroke 
with our patent-pending multi-spark header device, 
designed to ignite all of the fuel input, instantly, and 

improve combustion timing.

BURNS ALL FUEL

We use half the cylinders to provide the same power. 
A 4-cylinder WolvertonBailey engine provides about the 

same power as a current 8-cylinder, and the engine weight 
is cut nearly in half, boosting overall efficiency.

 

USES LESS FUEL

We extract more of the energy created at ignition by using both 
the pressure on the piston and the opposite reaction pressure 
on the ceiling of the bore to provide power. In addition, the 
WolvertonBailey E83 Counterpoise Bi-Radial is the only radial or 
bi-radial engine ever designed with an EVEN number of balanced 
pistons firing in sequence. 

 

EXTRACTS MORE WORK

We have a novel emission filter in development that will 
provide near-zero emissions to exhaust.

FILTERS WHAT’S LEFT
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Patent #US9,074,527 B2

LNG packs more energy per kilogram, and is 
easier to burn than diesel fuel or even gasoline. 
The ratio of energy to weight rather than volume 
is important to the economics of vehicles.

HIGHER ENERGY DENSITY

LNG is primarily methane, a simple molecule 
with only one carbon atom and four hydrogen 
atoms. The main products of combustion are 
carbon dioxide and water vapor, which are the 
same natural compounds that we exhale when 
we breathe and that plants need to grow. In 
contrast, oil-based fuels release significantly 
more particulates, complex molecules, and 
sulfur compounds associated with acid rain, 
and toxic carbon monoxide.

CLEANER COMBUSTION

In contrast to oil or gasoline, if LNG ever spills on the 
ground it vaporizes quickly and leaves behind no 
residues. Spilled into water, it does not harm aquatic life 
or damage waterways in any way. For those who are 
opposed to all fossil fuels, LNG is readily produced from 
bio-methane. It does not need to be a fossil fuel at all, 
and can be renewable. Bio-LNG is perhaps the greenest 
and safest fuel available.

 ABUNDANT & LESS EXPENSIVE  

ENVIRONMENTALLY  FRIENDLY

We Combine Our Superior Engine 
With an optimal fuel for a near-zero pollution solution

Most Efficient Engine                                  Optimal Fuel: Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG)

AND NON-TOXIC

Natural gas is an abundant fuel in America, and many 
other parts of the world. The market price for natural gas 
is generally cheaper than diesel and gasoline. Cheaper 
fuel prices can aid companies in their efforts to convert 
from dirty engines to cleaner WolvertonBailey engines.



BUILD A GLOBAL LICENSING & ENGINE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY

OPPORTUNITY
THE BUSINESS
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The World’s Pollution Problem Is Our Opportunity
We own a patented solution to low-pollution heavy truck engines 

  China | AsiaIndia | Africa | +

An $84 Billion Global Market 

$26B $32B $8B $18B

 Global Medium & Heavy Duty Market Forecast by 2022. Projected 4.7 Million Units | Source: Frost & Sullivan 
(Assumes average engine price of $18,000.)

North America | Europe | Russia  China | Asia India | Africa   Latin America | Mexico

Assuming a 1% market penetration, we have an early $840 million opportunity.
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Opportunities Beyond Trucks
Success in the heavy truck engine sector will fund additional initiatives.  

Marine Engines Generator Engines Piston Aircraft Hybrid Cars

$12 
Billion

$148 
Billion

$3 
Billion

$2 
Billion

Market Size Source: Navigant Research & Allied Market Research 2016

LICENSING, CONTRACT MANUFACTURING, AND JOINT VENTURE OPPORTUNITIES TOTAL MORE THAN $247 BILLION 



WHERE WE ARE  
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We Have A Lot Of Traction
WolvertonBailey Natural Gas Engines, LP.

Partnered with two universities 
for design analysis

Linked up with key design 
partners and individuals

Completed thousands of 
hours of initial engine 

design and development

Raised $3.7 million in initial 
investments

Signed lease on 3,600 
square foot design facility

Progress to Date

Developed a Financing 
plan and Regulation 

A+ Offering 

Signed a global rights 
agreements with 

sub-licensing rights

Obtained US patent 
#9,074,527 B2 in 

July 2015

Established as a Nevada 
Limited Partnership in 

April 2017

Partnered with FEV 
Engineering to build 
working prototypes.  
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What’s Left To Do
To move forward with our licensing & sales plans, we must build a production engine prototype

Build 3-D models, plastic models, and a metal bench engine to prove 
our basic design concepts.

Prove design superiority against an existing benchmark. We will use new funding 
to build WolvertonBailey’s version of the Cummins-Westport ISL G engine. 
 

[   ]

[   ]x

Prove calculated estimates that indicate an 83% efficiency increase over the 
Cummins-Westport ISL G engine.

[   ]

Build our relationship with FEV Engineering. We will use new funding to execute 
our design and development agreements for various prototypes.

[   ]

Initiate Key International Patent Filings. Engage our legal teams on our 
international patent and fundraising strategies to protect our design.

[   ]

Complete our Regulation A+ Public Offering. We will list over-the-counter.[   ]

We need to:



INVESTMENT
THE WORLD HAS A PROBLEM. WE OWN THE SOLUTION.
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We are in the process of qualifying for a Tier 2 Regulation A+ registration, 
with the SEC, which will make WolvertonBailey Natural Gas Engines, LP a 
publicly traded company, and allow us to raise, up to, $50,000,000, in a 
general offering to accredited and non-accredited investors. 

 

1A. Crowdfunding under SEC CF rules for $1,070,000 on StartEngine Equity 
Funding Site. ($20 Million Pre-Money Valuation). Open Sept. 2017.

1B. Regulation 506(c) Offering for Sophisticated Investors (Open)

2. Tier 1 Regulation A+: We will expand the offering to $20 Million.

3. Tier 2 Regulation A+: Ticker symbol, over-the-counter listing, and expand 
offering to $50 Million.

FUNDING STRATEGY

ENGINE DEVELOPMENT & LICENSING

LEGAL & ACCT.

WORKING CAPITAL

FUNDING FEES 6%

USE OF FUNDS

Financing Plan
For WolvertonBailey Natural Gas Engines, LP

REGULATION A+ PUBLIC OFFERING
The Company is offering up to a 25% stake to investors through a series of offerings.  

10%

21%

63%

WE ARE LAUNCHING OUR OFFERING IN 3 PHASES:

REVENUE PROJECTIONS
Our projected revenue in 2021 is $122 million with a net profit of $84 million, 
and an EBITDA of $105 million. Using a 6 times multiple of EBITDA, with no 
long-term debt, this would project a company value for WolvertonBailey 
Natural Gas Engines, LP of $630 million, in 4 years.

Investment returns are never guaranteed but given these projections, at 
the end of our fourth year this would represent a 31:1 return for investors (i.e. 
a $10,000 investment grows to $310,000), with more than 15 years left on our 
current patent, and WolvertonBailey has additional patents pending. Note that 
our projections assume market penetration of less than 1% of our market 
potential in a single engine category. Given the strength of our technology 
management thinks we are poised for much faster growth. 
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Five Steps To A Public Listing
Steps 1-3 are completed

Hire Design Team
Design proposals awaiting funding: 

FEV & AVL Engineering

Complete $50 Million 
Regulation A+ 
Public Offering

Building on the CF offering, expand  
offering to $20M and then to $50M. 

Total estimated timeline; 8-13 months.
 

Launch $1,070,000 
Equity Crowd Funding

In September 2017 
Pre-Money valuation is $20 million 

30-day funding period.

License Invention
Executed licensing agreement with 
WolvertonBailey Innovations, Inc.

(Parent Company)

Prepared Offering 
Documents

Documents are uploaded 
to our broker dealer 

funding platform

WolvertonBailey	Natural	Gas	
Engines,	LP,	a	publicly	traded,	
global,	company.
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This issue will be available through corporate officers of the company, 
without compensation, or through registered broker dealers with a maximum 
commission of 15%.

REGULATION 506 © BOND OFFERING

Corporate Bond Offering
For WolvertonBailey Natural Gas Engines, LP

$120,000,000 ISSUE  | 10-YEAR MATURITY  |  3.9% COUPON RATE
Our public offering will support our bond issue until we begin receiving licensing fees.

3.9%
Coupon

Rate

$250,000	Minimum	Investment
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Hybrid Drive System For A Motor Vehicle, 
And Method of Operating A Motor Vehicle.

INTERNATIONAL 
CONTINUATION PATENT PENDING

Multi-Spark Cylinder Head Device.

PATENT PENDING

US#9,074,527, B2.
US PATENT GRANTED

Novel emissions filter in development and 
headed to patent pending status.

EMISSIONS FILTER

The company has an affiliated           
minority-owned enterprise which will 

solicit  business from local and             
federal governments.

CONTRACT SALES

Typical licensing agreements could earn the 
company in excess of $10 billion in licensing fees.

LICENSING

Qualify our engine with DOE and other global 
agencies for tax and carbon credits (akin to 

those received by Tesla) and monetize these 
credits. The environmental impact of the 

WolvertonBailey design is ‘additional energy 
through efficiency’ versus new production.

CARBON & TAX CREDITS

Revenue Opportunities & Competitive Advantages

Revenue Model  Competitive Advantages



OUR TEAM
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Core Team Members
WolvertonBailey Natural Gas Engines, LP

Derek is co-founder of WolvertonBailey Innovations, Inc., and named inventor on the Counterpoise patent. He served as CEO of WolvertonBailey 
Innovations before stepping down to lead WolvertonBailey’s natural gas engine development as General Partner of DerekTech Holdings, LLC. 
Derek has been an entrepreneur for 35 years, founding companies in the fields of temporary staffing, media, and technology. In 2011, Derek and 
Del formed WolvertonBailey Innovations, Inc., to develop the Counterpoise Bi-Radial engine for which they received a U.S. patent in 2015.

60%

General PartnerDerek Bailey

Pulak Datt

Pulak is a mechanical engineer who has worked for WolvertonBailey Innovations, Inc., for the past 2.5 years, leading parts design and scale modeling 
for the Counterpoise Bi-Radial engine. Pulak will join WolvertonBailey Natural Gas Engines, LP as the senior engineer and project manager working with 
FEV Engineering to guide all engine development projects. Prior to joining WolvertonBailey, Pulak spent 3 years as a parts design engineer in the 
automotive industry, and a B.S. in mechanical engineering from the University of Maryland.

Project Manager

Del Wolverton

Del is co-founder of WolvertonBailey Innovations, Inc., and inventor of the Counterpoise Bi-Radial engine. Del is a U.S. Navy trained engineer who 
has held top-secret security clearances and has served as chief technical advisor to foreign governments. Following his retirement from the Navy, 
Del served as a chief science officer for other Silicon Valley firms before co-founding WolvertonBailey Innovations, Inc., in 2011. 

Project Consultant
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Our World-Class Design Partner
One of the world’s leading engine design and production companies will help build our engines

FEV is an internationally recognized powertrain and vehicle engineering company that supplies the global 
transportation industry. FEV offers a complete range of engineering services in design, analysis, 
prototyping, powertrain and transmission development, as well as vehicle integration.

FEV has worked with Ford, Chrysler, Mercury, the Opposed Piston Engine, and other projects around the 
world. To learn more about this world-class engine design firm visit www.fev.com.  
Many of their clients are our future customers.

83%

About FEV

Example of Clients & Projects:

FEV Engineering

Chrysler Pentastar 3.6L

Ford Eco Boost line for Taurus

Mercury Outboard

Opposed Piston Engine

http://www.fev.com
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Come Along With Us On A Fantastic Ride
To Build Near-Zero Pollution Heavy-Duty Engines 

INVEST IN US NOW!
For questions concerning possible investment, please contact:

 Derek Bailey, The General Partner: 
Phone: 202-253-0043

Email: dbailey@wolvertonbailey.com

mailto:dbailey@wolvertonbailey.com
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THANK YOU
For your interest in our company

BUSINESS HOURS

Monday – Friday: 9am to 6pm

TELEPHONE
(707) 262-6270

BUILDING ADDRESS
1007 Cleveland Ave, Suite 200, Santa Rosa, CA 95401

Phone: 202-253-0043
Email: dbailey@wolvertonbailey.com

CONTACT: The General Partner

derekwbailey

@pollutionfreeengines

Derek W Bailey

Twitter: Cleanengineman

The New Logo of The Near- Zero Pollution Engine

mailto:dbailey@wolvertonbailey.com
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WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT OUR ENGINE DESIGN? DOWNLOAD OUR E-BOOKS

Great Features:

Don’t worry, they are not overly technical. The first book provides the laymen with a good understanding of the development of 
engines from the first Otto engine up to our Counterpoise engine. The math book is a little more technical but not over the top.

iPad Mockup
Your great subtitle goes here

DOWNLOAD BOTH AT WWW.WBI-NGE.COM

http://www.wbi-nge.com

